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	The bestselling guide to Exchange Server, fully updated for the newest version


	Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is touted as a solution for lowering the total cost of ownership, whether deployed on-premises or in the cloud. Like the earlier editions, this comprehensive guide covers every aspect of installing, configuring, and managing this multifaceted collaboration system. It offers Windows systems administrators and consultants a complete tutorial and reference, ideal for anyone installing Exchange Server for the first time or those migrating from an earlier Exchange Server version.

	
		Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is a messaging system that allows for access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars from a variety of devices and any location, making it ideal for the enterprise
	
		With more than 21,000 copies of earlier editions sold, this comprehensive guide offers systems administrators and consultants both a tutorial and a reference guide for installing and managing Exchange Server 2013
	
		A team of Microsoft Certified Masters walks you step by step through planning and design, installation, administration and management, maintenance, and more



	Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is the complete reference for planning, installing, and maintaining the most popular e-mail server product available.
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Effortless Flex 4 DevelopmentNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	First the Web was all static content (HTML). Then as more was expected of sites, server-side technologies like PHP became necessary. But now Rich Internet Applications (RIA) put a lot of the functionality back in the Web browser, so a server-side technology alone will no longer suffice. Developers who have been doing server-side work for...
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Facebook: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2011

	
		Facebook's spreading about as far and fast as the Web itself: 500 million members and counting. But there's a world of fun packed into the site that most folks miss. With this bestselling guide, learn how to unlock Facebook's talents as personal website creator, souped-up address book, and bustling community forum....
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Stylin' with CSS: A Designer's GuideNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Thanks to CSS, the days of using tables to position on-screen Web content are  finally over. Now, instead of trying to fit square pegs into round holes,  designers can use CSS to bring a page layout sensibility to their Web  designs-if, that is, they have this practical guide to show them how! Veteran  Web designer Charles Wyke-Smith uses sites...
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Constructing Accessible Web SitesApress, 2003
Accessibility is about making websites that don't exclude people with visual,  aural, or physical disabilities. Through real-world examples, this practical  book will teach you how to create or retrofit accessible websites quickly and  easily. 

This book is aimed toward web professionals creating accessible websites or  updating existing...
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The Handbook of Global Companies (HGP - Handbooks of Global Policy)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The Handbook of Global Companies brings together original research addressing the latest theories and empirical analysis surrounding the role of global companies in local, national, and international governance.

	
		Offers new insights into the role of global companies in relation to policy and governance at local,...
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Mac OS X Tiger UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
A best-seller that once showed you how to reign in a panther can  now show you how to tame a Tiger. Mac OS X Tiger Unleashed  is the most comprehensive guide to unlocking the full power of Mac  OS X Tiger that you can find. Written by Unix/BSD experts and Mac  users, ...
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